A SUSTAINABLE ERP EDGE.

EDGE Application Value and Benefit
EXTENDING ERP FOR SUSTAINABLE VALUE.

Sustainable advantage often requires looking beyond traditional ERP functionality to edge applications that enhance the business value, increase velocity and lower cost.

THE BUSINESS CHALLENGE.

Leading ERP solution providers work hard at delivering the most comprehensive “out of the box” functionality possible. They succeed in achieving this goal most of the time. Sometimes, though, an industry or business has a unique requirement—one that only an additional, “edge” application can solve.

Most can implement a stand-alone ERP system. But the value, complexity, uniqueness and competitive advantage often comes through “best of breed” or edge solutions integrated with the ERP system.

THE NO COMPROMISE ERP.

SustainabilityEDGE solves the issues of extending ERP functionality to satisfy industry-specific and customer-driven requirements not found in typical “out of the box” ERP platforms.

PCG solves the issue of planning, implementation and maintenance of extended ERP environments, whether on-premise or in the cloud.

Combined, businesses are ensured the solution they need, every time.

SUSTAINABILITYEDGE

THE COMPLETE ERP SOLUTION.

A complete ERP system encompasses industry-specific processes, flows, best practices, data and technology—often only available through edge solutions.

PCG is the trusted source for ensuring your ERP and edge applications deliver what you need, where you need it.